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Abstract: Short introduction and purpose of document 
 
This document delineates the requirements in terms of entities and functions that characterise the capabilities of an 
E2E (end-to-end) framework. Architectural perspectives and considerations associated with the service categories - 
eMBB, mIoT, URLLC - envisioned for 5G (Fifth Generation) underscore the delineation of the E2E framework 
requirements. These requirements are intended as guidance in the development of inter-operable and market 
enabling specifications for a 5G ecosystem,  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level framework of architecture principles and requirements that 
provide guidance and direction for NGMN partners and standards development organisations in the shaping of the 
5G suite of interoperable capabilities, enablers, and services. It builds on the architectural concepts and proposals 
implied by the NGMN White Paper [1] and subsequent deliverables published by NGMN. It is anticipated that this 
document will have versions, beyond an initial version, to reflect additional forward-looking requirements and/or 
updates as needed. 
  
The elements of functional virtualisation, shift of computing to the edges of the network, and leveraging of spectrum 
distribution and flexibility, are among the dominant themes that shape the 5G ecosystem [1]. Optimisation of 
operational and performance efficiencies, while creating and delivering an exceptional and customisable user 
experience is of paramount significance [2][3]. 
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3 DEFINITIONS 
 

E2E End-to-End, which refers to communications between two endpoint 
devices or user equipment, across any arrangement of intervening 
administrative domains 

Haptic Sense Haptic sense is perception characterised by touch. This type of 
perception is associated with tactile sense (derived from the Latin: 
Tangere - to touch), and kinaesthetic sense (derived from the Greek: 
Kinesis – movement, and Aesthesis – perception), for example body 
movement. 

Network Function (NF) Processing functions in a network. This includes a variety of control 
plane, user plane, and service functions that span the layers of the 
protocol stack. (e.g. radio network functions, physical layer functions, 
Internet Protocol (IP) routing functions, applications etc.) [4]. 

Network Service Provider (NSP) Entity that provides network access service, and owns related resources 
and functions (e.g. virtualised or physical) for providing network access. 
The resources and functions include spectrum, mobility and access 
management across heterogeneous and/or composite access networks, 
network management and orchestration, and network elements. 

Network Slice Blueprint (NSB) A complete description of the structure, configuration and the plans/work 
flows for how to instantiate and control the Network Slice Instance during 
its life cycle. A Network Slice Blueprint enables the instantiation of a 
Network Slice, which provides certain network characteristics (e.g. ultra-
low latency, ultra-reliability, value-added services for enterprises, etc.). A 
Network Slice Blueprint refers to required physical and logical resources 
and/or to Sub-network Blueprint(s) [4]. 

Network Slice Instance (NSI) A set of run-time network functions, along with physical and logical 
resources to run these network functions, forming a complete 
instantiated logical network to meet certain network characteristics 
required by the Service Instance(s). A network slice instance may be 
fully or partly, logically and/or physically, isolated from another network 
slice instance [4]. 

Proprioceptive Sense Proprioceptive sense is perception characterised by a combination of 
body position and movement. This type of perception pertains to stimuli 
that are sensed and generated within an organism. 

Service Instance (SI) An instance is a run-time construct of an end-user service or a business 
service that is realised within or by a Network Slice [4]. 

Service Provider (SP) Entity that provides an application layer service. The entity may be a 
third-party, or an NSP. 

Vestibular Sense Vestibular sense is perception characterised by balance. This type of 
perception pertains to sensing via a cavity or vestibule, typically 
associated with the inner ear, which affects the state of balance of the 
body. 

Visual Sense Visual sense is ocular perception that characterises seeing. This type of 
perception pertains to sensing via the eye. 



 

 
 

 

 

X-Haul A common flexible transport solution for future 5G access networks, 
which aims to integrate fronthaul and backhaul networks with all their 
wired and wireless technologies in a common packet based transport 
network under SDN-based (software defined networks) and NFV-
enabled (network functions virtualization) common control. 

  



 

 
 

 

 

4 HIGH LEVEL END-TO-END ARCHITECTURE 

4.1 Background 

4.2 High level architecture 
NGMN envisions an architecture that leverages the structural separation of hardware and software, as well as the 
programmability offered by Software Defined Networks (SDNs) and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV). As 
such, the 5G architecture is a native SDN/ NFV architecture covering aspects ranging from endpoint/user 
equipment, (mobile/ fixed) infrastructure, network functions, value enabling capabilities and all the management 
functions to orchestrate the 5G system. Application Program Interfaces (APIs) are provided on the relevant 
reference points to support multiple use cases, value creation and business models. 
 
The architecture includes layers above the network layer. It allows for federation between separately administered 
domains at the resource and service layers to realise end-to-end network and service slice instances where one or 
more service providers or network service providers are involved. This naturally implies federation of network 
management and service orchestration as well. 
 
The overall arrangement of actors, in a virtualised framework for service orchestration, utilising network slicing as a 
foundational building block, in the context of one or multiple administrative domains, broadly referred to as domains 
is depicted in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1 NGMN End-to-End 5G Framework vision. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2 presents an alternative view, depicting how federation of resources and services occurs between different 
administrative domains in order to provide the end-to-end service. Further detail is elaborated in the following 
sections of this document.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Resource and service federation across administrative domains 
 
 
The European Union’s Horizon 2020 5G-PPP phase II project 5G-TRANSFORMER [5] has adopted the NGMN 
vision. The term VF refers to virtualised service functions at layers above the network layer. 
 



 

 
 

 

 

5 NETWORK SLICING 

5.1 General 
The scope of a network slice is end to end. The 5G network shall be capable of slicing by service categories 
that consist of enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB, massive Internet of Things (mIoT), Ultra-Reliable Low-
Latency Communication (URLLC), and other new arising categories. 

The behaviour of a network slice, in terms of relevant resources, virtualised entities and functions, non-
virtualised entities, at the user plane, control plane, and management/orchestration plane, is realised via the 
composition and instantiation of a network slice. 

From an administrative domain perspective an end-to-end network slice may be within a domain, sub-domain, 
or across domains. 

An end-to-end network slice is can involve more than one NSP or SP. A slice involving more than one NSP 
raises additional trust challenges and corresponding security requirements [6]. 

The notion of a domain or a sub-domain is within the jurisdiction of a single NSP or SP. 

Multiple sub-domains are plausible within a single NSP or SP. Service categories may be sliced further. The 
extent to which a service category is sliced is established by the NSP. 

A network slice may be composed of virtualised and/or non-virtualised entities. 

More than one endpoint device or user equipment may connect to the same network slice (e.g. sensors and 
infotainment devices/user equipment for automotive). 

The 5G system shall allow a common core network associated with one or more access networks to be part 
of a network slice (e.g. fixed and mobile access within the same network slice).  

A Network Slice includes the following: 

a) Control Plane functions associated with one or more User Plane functions (e.g. a reusable or 
common framework of control),   

b) Service or service category specific Control Plane and User Plane function pairs (e.g. user 
specific multimedia application session).  

 

Endpoint or user equipment can connect to a single network slice or to more than one slice. This raises 
additional security challenges, particularly relating to isolation between slices [6].  

When endpoint or user equipment accesses multiple network slices simultaneously, a set of common control 
plane functions should be utilised by the multiple network slices and their associated resources. 

The NSP (e.g. network operator or a virtual network operator, such as MVNO) uses a Network Slice Blueprint 
to create and manage a Network Slice Instance.  

A network slice instance [4] may be; 

Wholly statically defined, e.g., as in fixed-access business or residential service, or  

Partially dynamic, e.g., as in roaming mobile endpoint/user equipment which may be connected to a 
statically-defined service chain, or 

Fully constructed on demand; 

Even when a network slice instance is statically defined, the necessary resources may be virtualised e.g., as 
transport tunnels over a layered infrastructure network, or as VNFs located somewhere in a cloud. The actual 
physical resources, together with their configuration, may thus vary over the course of time, including on-
demand allocation or scaling. 



 

 
 

 

 

A Network Slice Instance provides the network characteristics which are required by a Service Instance. 
Examples of a network slice instance include all the three categories of services – eMBB, mIoT, and URLLC – 
that span human-to-human, human-to-machine and machine-to-machine interfaces, which cover personal, 
industry, vehicular, social, health, city, and industry services and applications.  

An example of a Sub-network instance could be the IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem), or a subset of network 
functions within an administrative domain realising parts of the network slice instance. 

The Service Instance Layer represents the services (end-user service or business services) which are to be 
supported.  

Each service is represented by a Service Instance.  
NOTE: A Service Instance can either represent an SP or an NSP service. The SP or NSP services 
may be a 3rd party provided service. 

An administrative domain refers to the scope of jurisdiction of a provider. A provider may obtain service 
capabilities from 3rd parties to enrich the services it provides to its end customers. A provider could also 
benefit from offering its spare capabilities or resources to a 3rd party.  
 
A network service can be a single user connectivity service, NaaS (Network as a Service) such as a service 
instance, a network slice instance or a subnetwork slice instance offering for a business vertical that utilises 
forward-looking business models, or IaaS (Infra-structure as a Service).  
 
The notion of a partnership between two providers is qualified in terms of the one which is hosting the service, and 
the one whose service is being hosted, as described in the NGMN Network Slicing Concept paper [4]. A formalised 
description of the roles that qualify the behaviour of a provider is as follows: 
 
Provider-Hosted (P-Hosted): A service provider that provides services to e.g. end customers, which can negotiate 
with another provider (Provider-Hosting) based on a trust model, for the establishment of a hosted network slice 
instance or a hosted Sub-network instance using functions and resources from the hosting domain.  

NOTE: The necessary resources, in the hosting domain, are allocated based on a configured SLA 
between P-Hosted and P-Hosting, 

 
Provider-Hosting (P-Hosting): A service provider, which can negotiate with another provider (P-Hosted) based on a 
trust model, for providing the usage of functions and resources in the hosting domain towards the hosted domain.  

NOTE: The necessary resources, in the hosting domain, are allocated based on a configured SLA 
between P-Hosted and P-Hosting, 

 
Different types of partnerships and sharing may be envisioned, with a variety of distinctions: 
 

Various levels of functional exposure are considered, as envisioned in Section 4.5.2 of the NGMN 5G 
whitepaper [1]. 
 
5G should provide an abstraction layer as an interface, where all types of in-networking functionality 
(control plane and data plane related) can be exposed to the application layer functions and/or service 
providers based on a service level agreement. The application/service provider will then be able to use a 
sub-set of the network capabilities in a flexible, configurable and programmable manner, and to use 
network resources depending on their service preference. 
 
Automated real-time negotiations, as well as manual acquisition imply different considerations. 
 
Static or dynamic configuration of a partnership 
 



 

 
 

 

 

Partnerships or agreements may be based on one or more bilateral agreements for realising any set of 
multiple partnerships 
 
A bilateral partnership or agreement is typically based on an SLA (Service Level Agreement) between two 
parties, where each of the two participating providers are enabled to provide the necessary resources for 
the realisation of a service instance or a network slice instance.  
 
For scenarios where the services of a broker are leveraged, there would be a pair of bilateral SLAs in 
place, where the broker behaves as a trusted mediator for the realisation of a service instance or a 
network slice instance.  

5.2 Network Slicing – single administrative domain 
The NGMN Network Slicing Concept paper [4] contains the following provisions; 
 
A Network Slice Instance may be utilised by multiple Service Instances provided by the network service provider. 
This offers economy of scale/less overhead. 

NOTE: Whether there is a need to support utilisation of Network Slice Instances across Service Instances 
provided by different 3rd parties is for discussion in Standards Development Organisations (SDOs).  

 
A Network Slice Instance may be composed of zero, one or more Sub-network Instances, which may be utilised by 
other Network Slice Instances.  
 
A Sub-network Blueprint is used to create a Sub-network Instance from a set of Network Functions, which run on 
the physical/logical resources. 
 
A Network Slice Blueprint is used to instantiate a Network Slice Instance.  
 
A “Network Slice Instance-X” may be derived from a composite “Network Slice Blueprint-PQ” that has constituent 
“Sub-network Blueprint-P” and a “Sub-network Blueprint-Q”.  
 
The “Network Slice Blueprint-PQ” is inherited from the constituents ““Sub-network Blueprint-P” and “Sub-network 
Blueprint-Q”.  
 
The “Network Slice Blueprint” may also be a simple composition of “Sub-network Blueprints”, where there is no 
inheritance. 

5.3 Network Slicing – multiple administrative domains 
The NGMN Network Slicing Concept paper [4] contains the following provisions; 
 
The network slice blueprint may include resources or service capabilities from other providers with which an SLA 
exists. 
 
In general, there are two categories of scenarios where network services need to be provided across multiple 
service providers: 
 

Roaming scenario: Individual users move from one provider (i.e. Home NSP), which is the P-Hosted 
domain to a network managed by another provider (i.e. Visited NSP), which is the P-Hosting domain. The 
services that a user requires while roaming needs to be specified in the SLA between the two providers. In 
this case the two providers, with an SLA, would be the P-Hosted domain (Home NSP), and the P-Hosting 
domain (Visited NSP), with the corresponding behaviours required to support the inbound roamers (e.g. 
using a service instance or network slice instance) by the P-Hosting domain. The notion of tenancy, where 



 

 
 

 

 

the appropriate functions are provided by a P-Hosted domain to a P-Hosting domain based on SLAs is 
allowed, to meet the service characteristics required by the P-Hosted domain. 

 
Business verticals: When a business vertical service user’s request cannot be met by the capabilities of 
a single SP, the SP may harness the necessary capabilities from another SP, based on an SLA between 
the two SPs. In this case the two SPs, with an SLA, would be the P-Hosted domain (Home SP), and the 
P-Hosting domain (Third-party SP), with the corresponding capabilities required by the P-Hosted domain 
obtained from the P-Hosting domain. 

 
6 NETWORK LAYER 

6.1 Architectural considerations 
The 5G system shall support a service-based architecture design, which enables modularised network services. 
The service-based architecture and interfaces in the 5G control plane make the 5G network flexible, customisable, 
and independently deployable. NSPs can leverage service-based architecture design in 5G to manage and 
customise the network capabilities, e.g., by dynamically discovering, adding, and updating network services while 
preserving performances and backward compatibility (when required). The network services functionality should 
enable reusability and loose coupling across network services. The service-based protocols should be lightweight.  
 
The 5G core and access networks are to be functionally decoupled to create an access technology agnostic 
architecture [1]. The objective of the 5G architectural framework is to provide the flexibility required to realise the 5G 
performance targets for different usage scenarios. For example, the reduction in network latency requires the 
placement of computing resources and storage at the edge of the network to enhance service experience. This 
implies flexible orchestration of compute and storage resources from centralised to edge/cloudlet infrastructure. 
 
The tactile internet [7] is a significant area of forward-looking usage scenarios, under the category of ultra-reliable 
low-latency communication services. A notable requirement for enabling the tactile internet is to place the content 
and context bearing virtualised infrastructure at the edge of an access network. This direction provides innovative 
directions for new revenue sharing opportunities and collaborative business models across various flavours of SPs. 
Content, context, and mobility demands are vital ingredients required to suit the demands of reliability, availability, 
and low-latency. Low latency / edge computing mechanisms raise additional trust challenges and corresponding 
security requirements [8]. 
 
The dominant themes within the tactile internet exemplify requirements for reliability and availability that need to be 
met at the access network edge to suit a variety of services that engage a human-in-the loop, across human-to-
machine and machine-to-machine interfaces. The multimedia services in the tactile internet landscape are required 
to enable haptic interactions with visual feedback that augment the audio-visual user experience. Other multimedia 
components that are required as relevant for enabling tactile-internet services over a human-machine interface 
include vestibular and proprioceptive sensory translations. The tactile internet services with these multimedia 
component augmentations are required to be rendered with imperceptible latency. Such interfaces include robotic 
and machine-learning systems, with usage scenarios that span industry automation, telepresence, integrative 
health, autonomous vehicles, education, smart grid, renewable energy, personalisation, entertainment, art, cultural 
enrichment, etc. 
 
The end-to-end latency required [5] for a satisfactory experience of tactile internet services is in the region of one 
millisecond, which implies much lower latency contributions over the radio-link segment, and under mobile 
handover conditions. 
 
Human perception is guided by the sensory apparatus, which provides a measure of the quality of experience of 
interactions with the surrounding environment. This enables a feedback loop for an adaptation to the environment 
or to modify the experience of the environment. In the context of the tactile internet a corresponding service is an 



 

 
 

 

 

example of the environment. For a consistent, intuitive, and natural service experience, the service must be 
adaptable to the response time of human sensory perception. 
 
The requirements to enable these new types of services, with the simultaneous demands of ultra-low-latency, 
reliability, availability, and mobility present the most challenging class of services that must be supported by an 
architecture framework that is sufficiently generalised, flexible, scalable, adaptable, and extensible. These 
architectural considerations are required to be examined at the access and core network layers. 
 
NGMN has published some relevant information relating to the needs of vertical industries in [9]. 

6.1.1 Consistent User Experience across access networks 
The 5G system shall support a consistent service experience across 3GPP and non-3GPP access networks, 
including in scenarios involving hand off between heterogeneous access technologies. The services may however 
have to be adapted to access specific characteristics for example in terms of QoS. Operationally a consistent 
service experience can be facilitated for example by adoption of a common set of procedures and functions for 
AAA, QoS, Policy, session continuity etc.  
 
User applications should always be connected to a RAT, combination of RATs and/or attachment points (or other 
user equipment acting as a relay in case of D2D), or combination of points of attachment to the network providing 
the best user experience without any user intervention, according to NSP/SP subscription and policy. 
 
The 5G system shall be able to provide an Inter-RAT mobility service interruption time that does not degrade the 
user experience, including between 3GPP and non-3GPP access technologies. The interruption time (if any) as a 
KPI should be compliant with the expected and desired user experience for the targeted service. For instance, for 
voice service, the 5G system shall be able to deliver service continuity by ensuring Inter-RAT seamless mobility. 
Some non-3GPP access networks may provide substantially lower security assurance than 3GPP networks 
do. Additional assurance may therefore be needed when accessing some core network features or services [8].  

6.1.2 Fixed-Mobile Convergence considerations 
To enable flexible management and joint optimisation the 5G system requires harmonised fixed and mobile 
Network Management and Orchestration.  
 
Harmonising different identity and authentication, QoS, policy and charging paradigms in cellular networks, 
(wireless) local access networks, and fixed networks is essential to enable the convergence of different access 
types, to facilitate the realisation of different business models and maintain a consistent user experience.  

6.2 Potential enablers for meeting required Key Quality Indicators 

6.2.1 General 
There may be several different enablers which could assist in meeting the Key Quality Indicator (KQI) 
requirements. This section describes some which may need to be developed further by the relevant SDOs. 
 
Capabilities dispersed throughout the end-to-end framework are required in order to meet diverse KQIs associated 
with the three main categories of services, namely, eMBB, massive IoT, and URLLC. For example, in the case of 
the eMBB category of services high data rates at appropriate levels of QoS are a critical requirement, with the 
associated KQI targets. In case of massive IoT or massive MTC (Machine Type Communications) massive scale, 
variable payloads of information, low-cost options, battery longevity, low-maintenance, resource constrained 
operation etc. are among the requirements, with related KPI measures. The combination of high-reliability and low-
latency requirements are among the QoS profiles, associated with URLLC services, with the related set of KQIs. 
 



 

 
 

 

 

Energy efficiency, virtualisation, transport efficiency, handover efficiency, self-organisation, and enhanced utilisation 
of resources in the core and radio access networks, are pivotal enabling capabilities. 

6.2.2 Optimisations for Edge Computing and Fixed/Nomadic uses 
Edge Computing and Nomadic / Fixed access (wireless or wired) are two of the key 5G usage scenarios. 
Optimisation of the 5G framework for such cases must therefore be considered. For example, in the case of 
edge computing, the changes in the geographical location of a point of attachment of endpoint/user equipment to 
an access network edge resulting from mobility would add more overhead with tunnelling in a functionally 
virtualised network, which would impair an ultra-low-latency dependent service experience. Hence a minimisation 
of tunnelling overhead or the avoidance of tunnelling overhead may be required to scale as needed, while 
satisfying the most stringent requirements associated with tactile internet services.  Similarly, when the 
endpoint/user equipment is stationary in its lifetime such as in the case of fixed 5G wireless deployment, paging it 
and use of tunnelling for the sake of mobility support can be viewed as an unnecessary overhead and complexity.  

6.2.3 Microservices 
The notion of microservices for applications is a significant enabling concept in the end-to-end-framework. As the 
name implies, a microservice is a small autonomous service that has its own architecture, technology, and 
platform. This type of service lends itself to distributed realisation of applications. The service can be managed, 
deployed and scaled in an independent manner throughout its lifecycle. For example, a microservices enabler 
could be applied for a realisation of desired functionality or customisation associated with customer experience, 
data analytics etc. The service can also be constructed from other combinations of building-block applications [10].  
 
The benefit of utilising the microservices concept is that it is an enabler to suit various types of business models 
and contexts, in a manner that complements other enabling facets of the end-to-end framework, such as 
virtualisation and edge computing. Further details and applicability of these concepts are for further study. 

6.3 Access Networks 
The 5G core network will support multiple access networks including both fixed and mobile. FMC (Fixed-Mobile 
Convergence) is considered important (covered by requirements in all the following sections). Additionally, the 5G 
system will support the use of non-3GPP access for off-loading and maintaining service continuity. The 5G network 
shall enable the placement of applications taking latency or relevance to a defined geographical area into account. 
 
Multiple connectivity (e.g. through multiple access technologies, or different links associated with the same access 
technology), where available, shall be supported to optimise resource allocation and signalling. 

6.3.1 Mobile Access Network 
The 5G system will allow multiple Radio Access Technologies (RATs) to be deployed and enable the seamless 
introduction of new RATs along with the flexible management and joint optimisation of radio frequency resources 
[11]. The redundant duplication of RAN functions for different RATs should be avoided, potentially through the 
unification of common RAN functions for different RATs. The simultaneous utilisation of multiple RATs by system 
users should also be enabled. 
 
The 5G system will also support flexible RAN structures including implementations based on Cloud principles and 
the placement of context awareness at the RAN edges (i.e. mobile edge computing). Both centralised and 
distributed implementation of RAN functions should be enabled to facilitate the realisation of various RAN 
implementations. In addition, support for various coverage layers and cell sizes spanning extreme long-distance 
covering macro cells to small cell radio access deployments is required. 

6.3.1.1 RAN Decomposition 
Functional decomposition of the radio network is required to meet the diverse information transport demands (high 
performance to low performance) and align them with the demands of next-generation service categories of eMBB, 



 

 
 

 

 

mIoT, URLLC and other new arising categories. To accommodate them a decomposition of the radio network 
protocol layer functions, across layer-1, layer-2, and layer-3 is required, in terms of the degree of centralisation or 
distribution [12]. 
 
This decomposition consists of placing more functions of the upper layers of the radio network protocol stack in 
distributed entities for high performance transport demands (e.g. high bandwidth, high-capacity, low-latency, low-
jitter etc.) relative to a centralised entity. Scheduling optimisation at a centralised entity, for high performance 
transport across multiple distributed entities (e.g. base stations, remote radio heads etc.) for fast coordination is a 
critical requirement.  
 
For relatively low performance transport, more of the upper layer of the radio network protocol stack is placed at a 
centralised entity to optimise the cost/performance trade-off, associated with the distributed entities. 
This choice of functional split will determine the X-Haul capacity requirement and associated latency specifications 
and performance. This will impact the network architecture as it could determine the placement of nodes and 
distance between them. A higher layer split will be tolerant of a large latency from a RAN perspective, which may 
be excessive when low-latency services are considered. Therefore, bounds must be applied within the network 
architecture to enable a service provider to support low latency services. 
 
A distributed RAN (D-RAN) with several functional splits will be supported by 5G. Figure 3 illustrates the 
configuration with co-located centralised unit (CU) and distributed unit (DU). All radio protocol layers are terminated 
within the cell site.  

 

Fig. 3 D-RAN Configuration 
 
The connection from the cell site towards the core network is traditional mobile backhaul which will be scaled and 
optimised to support 5G data rates and performance targets such as low-latency, low Packet Error Loss Rate 
(PELR), low and very deterministic Packet Delay Variation (PDV) etc. The D-RAN configuration does not constrain 
the ability of the local CU to support remote DU; in fact, the cell site could become a CU for other cells sub-tended 
as illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4 D-RAN with sub-tended DU forming a local 5G C-RAN cluster with shared CU 

 
A 5G C-RAN can be implemented with a higher layer split with the protocol stack with Packet Data Convergence 
Protocol (PDCP) being in the CU while the remainder of the stack is in the DU, as shown in Figure 5. This is one 
example; other splits will result in a different distribution of functionality between CU and DU. 
  

 
Fig. 5 C-RAN/D-RAN functional split 

This configuration has similar X-Haul capacity requirements when compared with traditional backhaul. The latency 
and performance requirements of the RAN are not stringent and therefore consideration must be given to engineer 
the X-Haul link in accordance with service-based latency and performance targets. 

6.3.2 Fixed Broadband Access Network 
When applied to Fixed Broadband use cases the 5G system will provide provisions to improve user Quality of 
Experience (QoE) and maximise the efficiency of service delivery. Examples include Customer Premise Equipment 
(CPE) with higher capabilities than user equipment, reduced signalling to take advantage of the static placement of 
CPE and higher performing radio access configurations to exploit channel characteristics under static/outdoor CPE 
placement. 
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6.3.3 Wi-Fi Access Network 
Among non-3GPP access technologies to be supported by 5G RAN is the 802.11 family, including current 802.11 
releases (e. g. 802.11 ac and 802.11 ad) along with future releases (e. g. 802.11ax and 802.11ay). The 5G system 
shall provide provisions that ensure seamless access point integration, user access and mobility/flow management 
for Wi-Fi access technologies. This implies a need for automatic/SON-like solutions for fixed access management 
and orchestration. 

6.3.4 Small Cells 
The 5G system will enable the seamless integration of small cells under various deployment (such as planned NSP 
deployment and autonomous deployment) using wired or wireless backhaul. Autonomous deployment of small 
cells implies a need for automatic/SON-like solutions in small cell management and orchestration. 
 
Small cells in the 5G system should be provided with effective interference cancellation means to enable their 
operation in the same frequency bands utilised by overlaying macro cells (i.e. co-channel interference) along with 
other bands not utilised by overlaying macro cells. 

6.4 Core Network 
The core network in the 5G system shall allow a user to access a network service, independent of the type of 
access technology.  

6.4.1 General 
The 5G core network will support multiple access networks including both fixed and mobile types of access 
networks. 
 
The 5G system will provide termination points or points of attachment in the core, for both control plane and user 
plane information. These points are selected based on location, mobility, and service requirements. They may 
dynamically change during the lifetime of a service flow. To achieve a converged core network, common 
mechanisms of attachment should be supported for both 3GPP and non-3GPP access networks. 
 
The 5G system will allow simultaneous multiple points of attachment to be selected for endpoint/user equipment, 
on a per-service flow basis. 
 
The 5G system shall include a mechanism which provides network discovery and selection based on user 
experience, reliability and availability demands associated with the requested service. 

6.4.2 Control and User Plane separation 
Control and User Plane functions should be clearly separated with appropriate open interfaces defined among 
these types of functions.  

6.4.3 NSP controlled Packet Data Networks 
In 5G NSP controlled Packet Data Networks (PDNs) are connected to the User Plane Function (UPF) in 3GPP 
Core Networks via the N6 interface. Such PDNs may be virtualised and SDN controlled. In those scenarios the 
PDN functions (e.g. content filters, video optimisers, firewalls, DDoS protection etc.) shall be available as VNFs. 
 
7 BUSINESS ENABLEMENT LAYER 

7.1 General 
The business enablement layer is a library of all functions required within a converged network in the form of 
modular architecture building blocks, including functions realised by software modules that can be retrieved from 



 

 
 

 

 

the library for use at a desired location, with an appropriate set of configuration parameters required for certain 
parts of the network, e.g., radio access. Figure 6 from [1] is illustrative of the context. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 5G system context 
 
 
The functions and capabilities are called upon request by the orchestration entity, through relevant APIs. For 
certain functions multiple variants might exist, e.g., different implementations of the same functionality which have 
different performance or characteristics. 
Business Enablement Layer functions shall be realised as virtualised network functions (VNFs) according to the 
principles specified by ETSI ISG NFV. Their lifecycle management and orchestration shall also be as described 
there, and their virtualisation requirements documented and managed according to the ISG NFV’s VNF Descriptor 
(VNFD). 
 
3GPP VNFs shall be implemented as user plane/control plane specific 5G entities developed in alignment with 
Control/User Plane Separation.     

7.2 Control Plane Functions 
In an end-to-end multi-access network, the control plane functions are not limited to the 3GPP control plane. 
Control plane functions from fixed, WiFi and 5G mobile access and the converged 5G core network (including non-
3GPP functions) are all in scope,  

7.3 User Plane Functions 
User plane functions include those from fixed, 5G mobile and WiFi access networks, the converged 5G core and 
NSP controlled PDNs connected to it, implemented as standalone user plane VNFs.     

7.4 Configuration Data 
Configuration data for each VNF is managed as per the procedures specified by ETSI ISG NFV. For 3GPP 5G 
functions it is managed as per the procedures jointly agreed between ISG NFV and 3GPP SA5. For non-3GPP 
functions equivalent processes analogous to the 3GPP versions are required. 
 



 

 
 

 

 

8 BUSINESS APPLICATION LAYER 

8.1 General 
The business application layer contains the specific application packages and services of the NSP, enterprise, 
verticals or third parties that utilise the 5G network. In virtualised environments, it can be hosted in datacentres or 
on a Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) host. 
 
The interface to the management and orchestration system informs the Management and Orchestration (MANO) 
system of the required composition of dedicated network slices for an application, or the mapping of an application 
or service to existing network slices. The NGMN 5G White Paper [1] specifically left the detailed contents of this 
layer out of scope, as can be seen from Figure 1 of that document.  
 
However, the interface to the end-to-end Management and Orchestration system is in scope. Management and 
orchestration for the application layer is required in a manner analogous to that for the Business Enablement Layer. 
The implication is that application and service layer software can be orchestrated and managed just like VNFs. 
Application and service software must therefore inform the Orchestration and Management system of its own 
infrastructure and runtime environment requirements just as a VNF would via the VNF Descriptor. 
Accordingly, network slices can be created, orchestrated, and managed which contain all the physical and virtual 
network functions and application software required to deliver an end-to-end, multi-layer service.        
 
It is desirable that applications conform to a standard, industry best practice, API format to ease their instantiation 
and to engage the widest possible community of application developers.  

8.2 NSP Applications 
NSP applications provide regular telecommunications services such as voice, messaging and internet access, as 
well as the NSPs own differentiating services which are offered to its own subscribers. The 5G system must include 
a mechanism whereby NSPs can rapidly instantiate, upgrade and remove new applications and new versions of 
existing applications, to trial new services and expedite upgrades or rollouts.  

8.3 Enterprise Service Applications 
NSPs offer service hosting to their enterprise customers. The 5G system must include mechanisms for enterprise 
service application packages, authenticated and authorised by the NSP, to be instantiated into the business 
application layer. From there they can form part of a bespoke end-to-end multi-layer enterprise service. 

8.4 Vertical Service Applications 
Some 5G use cases are realised by standalone private networks managed by the vertical industry itself rather than 
the NSP. A good example is factory automation. In such scenarios, the vertical can own and control its own 
application packages and business application layer. The 5G system must include mechanisms to enable this. 

8.5 Authorised OTT and 3rd Party Service Applications 
The 5G system shall include support for NSPs which offer service hosting for authorised 3rd party and OTT 
applications. The host can be a datacentre or MEC host. The 5G system must include mechanisms, by which the 
OTT player or 3rd party can request instantiation of, and management and usage reports from, their own 
applications.  
 



 

 
 

 

 

9 END-TO-END MANAGEMENT AND ORCHESTRATION 

9.1 General 
NGMN’s publication on 5G Network and Service Management including Orchestration [13] contains many specific 
requirements on the Management and Orchestration system. They cover such areas as Optimisation, Slice 
Management, Automation, and Self-organising functionality amongst many others. 
 
The wide range of quality of service demands implicit in a 5G ecosystem demands a corresponding suite of 
enabling attributes that consist of interoperability, flexibility, extensibility, agility, and dynamism in the allocation of 
resources, within or across domains that leverage a virtualised environment. 

9.2 Orchestration environment 
The realisation of a wide range of quality of service demands over a virtualised environment requires the 
establishment of a network slice that utilises the appropriate resources necessary to support any given service 
realisation. A network slice may be established within an administrative domain (NSP or SP), or it may be 
established across multiple administrative domains (NSP or SP). 
 
Service Instances [4] are managed and orchestrated at the Service Instance level.  
 
All the constituent resources of a network slice instance are required to be visible to a 5G management and 
network orchestration sub-system, including non-virtualised resources (e.g. antenna elements, other elements at 
any layer of the protocol stack.)   For a network slice that includes non-5G functions co-ordination between existing 
O&M systems and the 5G network management and orchestration system enables migration and coexistence 
strategies for a coherent and end-to-end management of a network slice.  
 
The virtualisation of specific parts of functions, associated resources and elasticity should be managed at 
VNF/NFVI level by 5G management and orchestration implementations which are aligned with ETSI NFV MANO 
standards, to maximise interoperability. For each VNF application FCAPS management shall comply with the 
FCAPS management specifications published by the SDO which developed it, where possible. 
 
Application and service layer software shall be orchestrated and managed in an analogous fashion to VNFs.  
 
Application and service software shall inform the 5G management and orchestration system of its own 
infrastructure and runtime environment requirements just as a VNF would via the VNF Descriptor. 
 
The 5G system shall include automatic/SON management and orchestration solutions for the deployment of non-
3GPP technologies such as WiFi and their access points. 
 
The 5G system shall include automatic/SON management and orchestration solutions for the autonomous 
deployment of small cells. 
 
The 5G system shall be capable of managing and orchestrating network slice instances at the granularity of a 
network, sub-network or service. The interfaces for managing and orchestrating network slice instances and their 
constituent functions shall be open and standardised to enable interoperability of management and orchestration 
for the network functions and network slice instances.  
 
10 POSSIBLE ORCHESTRATION ARCHITECTURE FLAVOURS. 
The following architecture flavours are considered.  



 

 
 

 

 

10.1 Vertical (Hierarchical) Orchestrator collaboration: layering view  
Orchestration shall be multi-layer (vertical/hierarchical) in nature as it involves processes that start from the 
business level and inductively trigger lower level resource instantiations where synchronisation, delegation or 
escalation between orchestration layers may be needed. One possibility is that the actions of an orchestrator in one 
layer may also need to be synchronised with a higher-level orchestrator or for delegation / escalation purpose. 

10.2 Federated Orchestration 
When considering slices that are provisioned over multiple operators’ networks or over multiple domains (sub-
networks) within a single operator’s network, an assumption of a single top-level orchestrator that has end to end 
visibility and control over all the domains and networks may not necessarily be true. This is more prominent across 
different operator/administrative domains, while in scenarios where the service is provisioned across technology 
domains operated by a single operator - hierarchical orchestration is more likely to be considered as an option. To 
construct such multiple domain service in the absence of a top-level orchestrator, the individual domain 
orchestrators must be federated in a manner that allows them to interface with each other horizontally for 
propagating slice policy and enforcing related rules. It is not necessarily involving hop-by-hop orchestrators along 
the orchestration path. This may imply some level of coordination / cooperation of autonomic decision-making 
aspect attached to orchestrators (Intent-based). In an environment where different domains may be operated using 
different controllers/orchestrators, the use of an industry-wide harmonised Information Model and industry wide 
standardised east-west-bound APIs is imperative. 

10.3 Hybrid Federated and Hierarchical Orchestration. 
Actual deployments may include a mix of federated and hierarchical orchestration where certain parts of the end-to-
end service are orchestrated by a centralised orchestrator that controls the lower layers vertically, while such 
centralised orchestrators interface with their neighbour orchestrators horizontally in a federated manner. 
Clearly the expectation is that regardless of the underlying method of orchestration, be it federated, hierarchical or a 
mix of both, the end user should receive ubiquitous experience, no matter how many operators may be involved in 
the delivery of service and the orchestration methods and approaches used. 
 
11 NETWORK SLICE DEPLOYMENT MODELS 

11.1 Categories of administrative domain configurations  
The main categories of administrative domain configurations, for the establishment of a network slice, consist of the 
following: 

a) Intra-domain 
b) Inter-domain 
c) Multi-domain 

 
Each of these configurations can participate in the establishment of a network slice. 
  
An intra-domain configuration refers to one or more sub administrative domains that are provisioned, within a single 
administrative domain to suit domain specific policies to handle different types of services. A network slice can be 
established to support a service, within a sub administrative domain. If a service requires the support of multiple 
sub administrative domains, then the network slice, required to support the service, is established through a 
cooperation of one or more designated orchestrators, based on the polices associated with the single 
administrative domain. 
 
An inter-domain configuration refers to two different administrative domains that are required to cooperate to 
provide the necessary resources and functions to support any given service. The network slice required to support 
the service is established through a cooperation of the domain specific orchestrators, based on policies and 
agreements that are applicable across the two different participating administrative domains. 



 

 
 

 

 

A multi-domain configuration refers to more than two different administrative domains that are required to 
cooperate to provide the necessary resources and functions to support any given service. The network slice 
required to support the service is established through a cooperation of the domain specific orchestrators, based on 
policies and agreements that are applicable across all the different participating administrative domains. 
 
For each of these categories of administrative domain configurations, the participants in the establishment of a 
network slice would include a combination of SPs and NSPs, or just NSPs, depending on the nature of a given 
service realisation. 

11.2 Network slice arrangements 
A contextual view of the main categories of administrative domain configurations, for the allocation of the required 
resources for the establishment of a network slice, is shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Categories for network slice configurations 



 

 
 

 

 

11.2.1 Intra-domain – E2E network slice 
This scenario, shown in Figure 9, depicts sub-domains, if present, within the same domain. Sub-domain 
management and orchestration systems are depicted as an arrangement of building-blocks from the inter-domain 
scenario, shown in Figure 8. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8 Intra-domain E2E network slice 
 
In Figure 9, any number of E2E network slices N, where N is a finite integer may be instantiated, through 
coordination across M different sub-domain management and orchestration systems, where M is a finite integer. 
The conceptual building-block, for management and orchestration across more than two sub-domains is derived 
and applied from the inter-domain scenario depicted in Fig. 9. 

11.2.2 Inter-domain – E2E network slice 
Figure 8 shows the inter-domain scenario. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Inter-domain E2E network slice 



 

 
 

 

 

The scenario shown in Fig. 9, illustrates a conceptual view of the interactions among management and 
orchestration entities, where two different administrative domains are engaged in the establishment of a network 
slice. 
 
In Figure 8, any number of E2E network slices N, where N is a finite integer may be instantiated, through 
coordination between the management and orchestration systems in Domain #1 and Domain #2. 

11.2.3 Multi-domain – E2E network slice 
This scenario, in Figure 10, is shown as an arrangement of building-blocks from the inter-domain scenario, shown 
in Figure 8, 

 
 

Fig. 10 Multi-domain E2E network slice 
 
 
In Figure 10, any number of E2E network slices N, where N is a finite integer, may be instantiated through 
coordination across M different inter domain management and orchestration systems, where M is a finite integer. 
The conceptual building-block, for management and orchestration across more than two domains is derived and 
applied from the inter-domain scenario depicted in Fig. 9. 
 
The extra complexity of multi-domain (multi-lateral) network slice arrangements over inter-domain (bi-lateral) 
network slice arrangements introduces additional technical, operational and business challenges. Technical 
challenges include increased standardisation of the interfaces and models used, and how interconnection can be 
solved at the different layers. Operational challenges include process, information-model and data-model 
alignment. Business challenges include a need to align the minimum subset of capabilities that each administrative 
domain must have, having “standard” hosting/tenancy agreements (similarly to the roaming agreements of today), 
common settlement methodologies etc.  
 
11.2.4 Federated Network Slicing Service Model 
A service model that involves the participation of multiple domains, associated with two or more providers (NSPs or 
SPs), where a service is rendered for an end-user is depicted in Fig. 11. Each of the providers participates to 



 

 
 

 

 

allocate the appropriate functions and resources to compose a network slice to support “Service X”, which is any 
given service for an end-user. 
The use of a Federated Network Slicing (FNS) approach enables the creation of a network slice, where the network 
slice orchestrators in each of the participating domains cooperate to create a network slice for the creation of any 
service for an end-user. The FNS approach avoids the challenges associated with scalability, coordination, 
complexity, and the preservation of a consistent user experience, in the presence of end-user mobility, across 
disparate providers.  
 

End user

Network Slice

Provider-1
(SP or NSP)

Provider-N
(SP or NSP)

Network Slice 
Orchestrator

Network Slice 
Orchestrator

 
 

Fig. 11 Service model - Federated network slicing 
 
FNS leverages the benefits of forward-looking capabilities, such as NFV/Virtualization.  
As in scenarios such as home control/home routing or local breakout, in the FNS approach one provider (SP or 
NSP), is the designated service provider (P-Hosted) for an end-user. To complete the allocation of all the required 
functions and resources associated with a given service composition the engagement of other providers (SP or 
NSP) acting as partners (P-Hosting) may be needed, as required to suit the demands of a given service. For 
example, these other partners may provide capabilities such as connectivity or infrastructure as a service, using 
their NFV infrastructure etc. 
In addition, a partner provider (P-Hosting) can provide connectivity services allowing the service provider (P-
Hosted) to enable services via the partner (P-Hosting) for local access. The partner provider can in this case create 
a network slice used to provide services for the P-Hosted service provider. Hence a network slice within the partner 
provider network becomes a part of the service providers network slice (i.e. a network slice subnet).  
To set this up the service provider orchestrator will, as part of setting up the network slice and its network slice 
subnet, send requests to the partner provider orchestrator, which will trigger the creation of the local network slice. 

11.3 Inter-domain /Multi-domain / Intra-domain Slice Policy & Governance Repository 
This repository stores the following items: Operator’s Slice Policies, Governance, Objectives, Goals, negotiated 
SLAs/OLAs including compensations, commercial arrangements, responsibility demarcation among (Domains) and 
related roles and information to be exchanged at touch points. 
Those items should be defined, negotiated, prescribed and updated in a flexible manner.  Once appropriately 
combined and translated into desired rules, they will be propagated along the E2E Slice Orchestration path for 
execution and enforcement purposes.  



 

 
 

 

 

11.4 The BSS (Charging & Billing) and its articulation with the operator’s Slice Policy & 
Governance Repository 

The execution phase includes usage tracking of services and its articulation with the BSS component for reporting, 
rating, charging per E2E Network Slice and Settlement per Subnetwork Slice provided (when applicable) and 
enforcement of the compensation rules in case of any SLA clause violation as prescribed in the SLA contract. 
 
12 ENDPOINT/USER EQUIPMENT 

12.1 Types 
The types of endpoint/user equipment are characterised by a variety of attributes, within three broad categories of 
interfaces, namely, a) Human-Human (H-H), b) Human-Machine (H-M), and c) Machine-Machine (M-M). A few 
examples of user equipment or devices that belong to these categories are, smartphones (H-H), robots (H-M) or 
(M-M), drones (H-M) or (M-M), wearables (H-M), smart objects (M-M) etc. The attributes and capabilities, 
associated with them are diverse, such as, high-power, low-power, long battery life, low-cost, high performance, 
latency sensitive, high-reliability, precision sensitive. They are distinguished in terms of diverse media 
(synchronous, asynchronous, and isochronous) types, such as audio, visual, haptic, vestibular, data streams etc. 
They may be tethered to a network, either via a wired connection (e.g. Ethernet etc.), a wireless short range 
unlicensed connection (e.g.  Wi-Fi, Bluetooth etc.), or wireless licensed connection (Cellular for instance). 

12.2 Composite access  
The availability of different types of RATs (Radio Access Technologies) for endpoint/user equipment to access a 
network or other endpoint/user equipment characterises composite access. For authenticated customer-side 
endpoint/user equipment  session continuity between different types of access technologies, such as short range 
access technologies (e.g. Wi-Fi, Bluetooth etc.) and wide-area access technologies (e.g. different cellular schemes) 
is desirable. Composite access includes wired access, and different rates of mobility for wireless access. In such 
scenarios the availability of a diversity of access technologies, allows for optimisation of the utilisation of each 
access resource, as well as the selection of the most suitable access type for a given session.  
 
Endpoint/user equipment may be connected to several access technologies (including new 5G RATs and LTE) at a 
given instant, potentially via carrier aggregation, or dual connectivity. The combination of access technologies may 
involve 3GPP access technologies and non-3GPP access technologies (licence exempt spectrum). 

12.3 Heterogeneous access 
Within a given type of wireless access technology the availability of different cell types with different characteristics, 
which inherently interoperate characterises heterogeneous access. For example radio network access elements, 
such as base stations with progressively larger to smaller coverage footprints are referred to as macro, pico and 
femto base stations respectively. A combination of these types of base stations offers the potential to optimise both 
coverage and capacity, by appropriately distributing pico and femto base stations, within a larger macro base 
station coverage area.  
 
Since the radio access technology is common across these different types of base stations common methods for 
configuration and operation such as 3GPP Licensed-Assisted Access (LAA) and optimisation of transmission 
power levels can be used to manage the allocation and utilisation efficiency of radio resources.  

12.4 Cloud radio access 
The cloud radio access model can be applied to composite and heterogeneous types of access. Resource 
offloading from endpoint/user equipment to the edge of the cloud radio access network enables diverse services 
over a variety of endpoint/user equipment types (e.g. H-H, H-M, and M-M). Other benefits may include energy 
conservation in the endpoint/user equipment and the ability to offer resource intensive services to the user even if 
computing or storage resources in the endpoint/user equipment are limited. 



 

 
 

 

 

13 SECURITY 

13.1 Network Layer Security 
The 5G system shall support an access-agnostic subscription authentication framework capable of fulfilling the 
security requirements for both 3GPP and non-3GPP access. 
 
The 5G system shall support subscription identities, for humans and machines/things, according to the international 
mobile subscription identity plan E.212 and possible future evolutions of this plan. 
 
In 5G, the communication channels on control and user planes shall be integrity and confidentiality protected 
according to the security requirements building upon 4G and considering the specific role of the multi-access edge 
in MEC, which may require a combination of end-to-end and hop-by-hop techniques. The security requirements 
related to MEC [8] shall be respected.  
 
With respect to low latency, the recommendations specified in [8] shall be met. 
 
The security of network slicing shall meet the requirements specified in [6]. If endpoint/user equipment is allowed to 
access multiple network slices simultaneously, then it should be authenticated and/or authorised for each network 
slice.  
 
Massive IoT is likely to facilitate new variants of DoS and DDoS attacks on the network infrastructure and 
connected endpoint/user equipment. The corresponding security threats and recommendations given in [14] shall 
be respected.  
 
The 5G system should support privacy and security requirements compliant with international regulations, including 
general data protection and regulation [15], and with the proposal for a regulation on privacy and electronic 
communications [16]. 
 
The 5G system shall support relevant legal and regulatory obligations, including security aspects of Lawful 
Interception (LI). These legal and regulatory obligations may depend on country or regions. 
 
The 5G system shall support protection of critical infrastructures, including the network infrastructure and 5G use 
cases such as Industry 4.0, eHealth, Public Safety, Transport, Energy, Automotive, and massive IOT. The 5G 
system should consider compliance with the Directive NIS (Network and Information Security) (EU) 2016/1148 of 
the European Parliament and of the Council. 

13.2 Business Enablement Layer Security 
The Business Enablement Layer shall not compromise the 5G security architecture. Some relevant aspects of this 
layer, e.g., related to roles, responsibilities, and liabilities, are still to be defined. 
 
The Business Enablement Layer may introduce new security requirements. This will apply especially to virtualised 
implementations (virtual appliances, hypervisors, OS, orchestrators, containers, etc.). See [8].  
 
Since Business Enablement Layer functions shall be realised as virtualised network functions (VNFs) according to 
the principles specified by ETSI ISG NFV, the security considerations of these VNFs can be in alignment with the 
guidance published by ETSI ISG NFV-SEC in various aspects [17][18][19][20]. 
 
Whatever action/decision taken at this Business Enablement Layer, the NSP owning the network infrastructure 
should be in position to keep its sovereignty on its all network infrastructure. No third party could impose/force the 
NSP to import third-party software. Furthermore, the NSP, responsible for the network infrastructure, should be 
always able to remove / delete / isolate whatever VNF already put in production.  



 

 
 

 

 

13.3 Business Application Layer Security 
The Business Application Layer itself is out of scope according to [1]. 
 
The Business Application Layer shall not compromise the 5G security architecture. 
 
Cross-application communication shall be thoroughly and verifiably tested and strictly restricted to make sure the 
interface would not open-up new attack surface.  
 
An NSP application shall be integrity protected throughout its lifetime, both in storage and desirably also in running.  
 
Non-NSP applications, including enterprise service applications, vertical service applications, authorised OTT and 
third-party service applications, may introduce new security risks to the network [8]. The problem should be 
addressed by using a highly-secure virtualization platform with real-time security monitoring of Non-NSP 
applications (with anomaly detection and attack mitigation) or by running only trusted Non-NSP applications, 
previously tested according to the adopted quality assurance framework. In practice, security monitoring of Non-
NSP applications can be simplified according to the risk analysis and vulnerability assessment conducted by the 
NSP. 
 
In any case, the NSP should be in position to accept, deny, and remove any proposed application at any time and 
in any localization (NSP sovereignty on its own infrastructure).  No third party or roaming agreement could force an 
NSP to implement a third-party application, even if the application has been validated by external framework/policy. 

13.4 Management and Orchestration Security 
Additional work and developments are needed to address the security concerns of some operators regarding the 
control of their network infrastructures depending on the technology / technical solutions used for virtualisation (e.g., 
based on containers, orchestrators, hypervisors, micro-services, DevOps). Specifically, opening interfaces/APIs at 
the orchestrator level, which are in control of the network infrastructure, creates new risk on the control of the 
operator network. Relevant threat analysis and security requirements are given in ETSI NFV-SEC 014 [21]. 

 
The adopted solutions may depend on the obligations and requirements for critical infrastructures that emerge in 
certain countries or regions.  

13.5 Endpoint/User equipment Security 
Subscription data for the authentication of subscriber with the public 5G network shall be stored and processed in a 
tamper-resistant secure hardware component on the user equipment.  
 
Solutions under development in 3GPP SA3 are consistent with this requirement. 
 
The security of cryptographic functions also depends on their implementation, in hardware or software. To resist 
the so-called side-channel attacks (e.g., timing and power analysis attacks), it is necessary to apply appropriate 
countermeasures. For example, the requirements given in FIPS PUB 140-2 [22] could be used, with appropriate  
security level. 
 
If endpoint/user equipment is allowed to access multiple network slices simultaneously, then the leakage of data 
among the slices should be prevented. 

13.6 Security challenges 
The following security items remain and need to be resolved: 
 
Precise solutions for trust challenges and security requirements arising from a network slice involving more than 
one NSP/SP. (Section 5.1). 



 

 
 

 

 

 
A solution for additional trust challenges and security requirements arising from low latency/edge computing. (6.1). 
 
Whether massive IoT requires light-weight cryptographic algorithms that are adapted to power and bandwidth 
constraints. 
 
Trade-offs between ultra-low latency and security, especially with respect to confidentiality protection, and whether 
light-weight cryptographic algorithms can be used to help address the trade-offs. 
 
Whether/when persistently stored credential data needed for the authentication of subscriber with NSP/SP could be 
stored and processed in a tamper-resistant secure hardware component on the user equipment. 
 
Whether secret or privacy-sensitive data for local authentication of a user to endpoint/user equipment (e.g., 
passwords or biometric templates) shall be stored and processed in a (tamper-resistant) secure hardware 
component on the endpoint/user equipment. For example, this security requirement can be implemented by using 
the solutions developed by the FIDO alliance [23]. 
 
If endpoint/user equipment accesses multiple network slices simultaneously, how it should be authenticated and/or 
authorised for each network slice. Whether more specific security requirements than data leakage prevention are 
required. It is very likely that they will need to reflect the software/hardware security aspects in addition to the 
network security aspects. 
 
Whether/how endpoint/user equipment shall support security context sharing among different access 
technologies and allow seamless transition between them, without compromising the endpoint security and 
the user privacy. 
 
Whether a highly-secure global infrastructure for mutual cross-NSP authentication of network elements and mutual 
authentication of network elements and endpoint/user equipment in 5G can be beneficial and cost effective.  
 
Whether new security requirements for effective prevention of new variants of DoS and DDoS attacks on the 
network infrastructure and connected endpoint/user equipment are required. For example, by using a proactive 
approach complementing the traditional reactive approach consisting in early attack detection and mitigation. 
Particularly, the usage of (appropriately certified) simple and secure operating systems and hardware platforms as 
well as appropriate authentication mechanisms for remote management of connected endpoint/user equipment  
seem to be fit for this purpose. 
 
Whether more specific privacy requirements than compliance with international regulations, including general data 
protection and regulation [15], and the proposal for a regulation on privacy and electronic communications [16] are 
required for specific 5G use cases, e.g., automotive, smart energy, and massive IoT. If so, the privacy requirements 
should separate lawful from unlawful tracking of 5G mobile endpoint/user equipment. 
 
The security of the underlying virtual infrastructure supporting cross-application communication, including 
communication between applications, security of protocols and APIs, and security of the Service Based 
Architecture (SBA). 
 
Analysis of the risks and potential security requirements arising from software and hardware security aspects in 
addition to the network security aspects. With virtualisation, there is a need to take a holistic approach to security in 
addition to the traditional one based on protecting the communication channels and protocols. This is necessary in 
order to achieve the desired security-by-design paradigm in the 5G E2E architecture. 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 

 

 
14 POLICY AND QUALITY OF SERVICE 

14.1 General 
The 5G system will support a common policy framework along with network policies that allow the endpoint/user 
equipment to choose the most suitable access network and an access agnostic quality of service mechanism. The 
5G system shall support a common quality of service framework.  
 
The common policy framework shall be access aware to enable conformance to service related QoS demands. In 
scenarios where more than one type of access (e.g. wireless, wired) is available, the choice of access hinges on 
the optimum (e.g. link conditions, efficiency, performance, policy etc.) suitability to satisfy QoS demands. The non-
3GPP access solution could be a subset of the 3GPP access solution. 
 
15 IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 

15.1 General 
The 5G system shall adopt a systematic approach to manage the following types of long-term identifiers: 
 

 Endpoint/user equipment side: 
 Unique subscription identifier: e.g., IMSI/SUPI, etc. 
 Equipment identifier: e.g., IMEI 
 User (human or machine) identifier: e.g., username or pseudonym 
 

Unique subscription identifiers are owned and managed by operators. User identifiers are owned by 
users.  
 

 NSP/SP side: 
 Network element identifier: e.g., a unique ID of a MME/AMF, etc. 
 Network device identifier: e.g., a femto ID associated with a digital certificate, etc. 
 Application identifier: e.g., a code-signing certificate, etc. 
 Service identifier: e.g., MSISDN, a NSP/SP certificate, etc. 
 Human identifier: including administrators, developers, etc. 

 
A role of operators is to bind (e.g., during the registration) the unique subscription identifier to user-related, 
physically verifiable identifiers such as a username, where the corresponding secret key enables the remote 
authentication of the identifiers. Therefore, operators are in an advantageous position to perform the identity 
services also in more general usage scenarios providing new business opportunities. 
 
The 5G system shall support mutual authentication of an endpoint/user equipment-side identity and an NSP/SP-
side identity or of two NSP/SP-side identities. 
 
The 5G system shall adopt a systematic approach to manage short-term or temporary identifiers, for example, 5G 
equivalent of TMSIs, GUTIs, etc. Un-traceability: except for authorised entities, it should be hard to derive the long-
term identifier from temporary identifier(s). Un-linkability: except for authorised entities, it should be hard to track the 
movement of the same endpoint/user equipment based on temporary identifier(s),  
 
The use of strong user authentication, which is not based only on passwords or PINs is encouraged. For example, 
the solutions promoted by the FIDO alliance [23] may be useful for this purpose. 
 
Long-term or permanent identifiers (e.g., IMSI/SUPI, IMEI, username) shall only be visible to authorised entities 
that need them for providing their function. They shall be stored securely and should not be transmitted in the clear. 



 

 
 

 

 

If they are transmitted encrypted, then the encryption shall be randomized for privacy reasons, to avoid linkability. 
The encryption/decryption key should be stored securely and the encryption/decryption operation should be 
executed in a secure environment. 

15.2 Outstanding Identity Management issues 
The following outstanding issues arise from the preceding section: 
 
Uniqueness and physical verification of identifiers. 
 
Whether/when long-term or permanent identifiers together with secret data allowing their remote authentication 
shall be stored in a tamper-resistant secure hardware component and shall not be transmitted in the clear.  
 
Storage and real-time verification of biometric identifiers for humans and PUFs (Physical Un-cloneable Functions) 
of machines. 
 
Usage of attribute-based identifiers and credentials (e.g., for authentication and data sharing in massive IoT). 

 
The identity services, lifecycles, and relationship with subscription life cycle. 
 
Generation, storage, and usage of long-term or short-term user identifiers and credentials for access to SP services. 
 
Federated ID management. 
 
16 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
3GPP  Third Generation Partnership Project 
4G  Fourth Generation 3GPP system 
AAA  Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting 
API  Application Programming Interface 
BSS  Business Support System 
CPE  Customer Premises Equipment 
CU  Centralised Unit 
D2D  Device-To-Device 
DDoS  Distributed Denial of Service 
DoS  Denial of service 
DU  Distributed Unit 
E2E  End-to-End 
eMBB  Enhanced Mobile Broadband 
ETSI  European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
FCAPS  Fault, Configuration, Alarm, Performance and Security Management. 
FMC  Fixed Mobile Convergence 
GUTI  Globally Unique Temporary Identifier 
H-H  Human to Human 
H-M  Human to Machine 
IaaS  Infrastructure as a Service 
IEEE  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
IMEI  International Mobile Equipment Identity 
IMS  IP (Internet Protocol) Multimedia Subsystem 
IMSI  International Mobile Subscriber Identity 
KPI  Key Performance Indicator 
KQI  Key Quality Indicator 
LTE  Long Term Evolution 



 

 
 

 

 

M-M  Machine-to-Machine 
MANO  Management and Orchestration 
MEC  Multi-access Edge Computing 
MIoT  Massive Internet of Things 
MMTEL  Multimedia Telephony 
N6  3GPP interface between the 5G core network and a Packet Data Network 
NaaS  Network as a Service 
NFV  Network Function Virtualisation 
NFVI  NFV Infrastructure 
NSP  Network Service Provider 
OLA  Operations Level Agreement 
OTT  Over-The-Top 
PDN  Packet Data Network 
QoE  Quality of Experience 
QoS   Quality of Service  
PDCP  Packet Data Convergence Protocol  
PDV   Packet Delay Variation 
PELR   Packet Error Loss Rate  
RAN  Radio Access Network 
RAT  Radio Access Technology 
SDO  Standards Developing Organization 
SDN  Software Defined Networking 
SLA  Service Level Agreement 
SON  Self-Organising Network 
SP  Service Provider 
SUPI  Subscriber Permanent Identifier 
TMSI  Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity 
URLLC  Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication 
VNF  Virtualised Network Function 
X-Haul  Flexible, heterogeneous access fronthaul and backhaul 
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